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Bonus Terms & Conditions
I, Baseke Kaisala, owner of account number 20505, email address luciekaisala@hotmail.com, (hereinafter ‘’the
client’’ or ‘’You’’) hereby verify and agree with the below Bonus Terms & Conditions.
InvestTeck provides promotional offers to all their account holders. The bonus is an additive amount matching
your initial deposit. Bonuses grant the account holder an extra boost to their trading balance. While providing
additional principal, Bonuses are dependent on InvestTeck’s terms and conditions, which could be modified by
InvestTeck’s at any time. Any bonus that has been added to your account is based on the following Bonus Terms
and Conditions:
1. Bonuses shall be attributed to the client’s trading account subject to compliance satisfaction as per
the explicit terms of the proposal made to the client. Withdrawal of profits gained with bonus, as any
other type of withdrawal, will be subject to a minimum required amount of ‘Trader Points’.
Every 1 USD/EUR/GBP bonus amount will require 0.1 Trader Points in order to be eligible for withdraw.
Trader Points are scored by trading: every Lot of Forex asset in account currency will add 1 point to
the trader score. For example: the client has a $100 bonus and made $1,000 profits. In order to
withdraw these profits, he needs to achieve 100×0.1=10 Trader Points. At the time of the achieved
fulfillment of the required trading volume, InvestTeck trading account terms and conditions shall apply
for any subsequent request to withdraw funds.
2. The acceptance of a bonus is the clients’ agreement to the above-stated Terms and Conditions.

IMPORTANT: For a bonus to be awarded to the client’s trading account, all terms & conditions herein stated, in
addition to any strict compliance documentation must be confirmed and this here Bonus Agreement must be
dated and signed by the client’s own handwriting and deposited with the InvestTeck compliance department.
For additional information, you are invited to contact the InvestTeck support team and/or by reaching out to
your personal account manager. All bonuses are absolute. Thus, once a bonus has been applied to an account,
it remains in that account. Withdrawal amounts made by the client will be suspended if the relevant trading
volume amount has not been satisfied.
Any sign of cash-back manipulation, fraud, or arbitrage or other forms of devious or illegal activity regarding the
award or provision of any trading bonus will in effect render the client’s trading account null and void, including
deferment of any profits amassed in the life of the account.
With all the above being mentioned; when you trade with bonus leverage you need to be cautious. It may be
appealing to trade with $15,000, when you actually made a deposit of only $10,000, but there is a downside.
You may close higher trades and make more money initially (or in the long run), but you can also lose a lot more
money. Option trading can be risky, and you need to trade with confidence and responsibility to avoid losses.
Withdrawal of profits gained with a bonus, as any other type of withdrawal, will be subject to a minimum
required amount of ‘Trader Points’. Every 1 USD/EUR/GBP bonus amount will require 0.1 Trader Points in order
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to be eligible to withdraw. Trader Points are scored by trading: every Lot of Forex asset in account currency will
add 1 point to the trader score. For example: the client has a $100 bonus and made $1,000 profits. In order to
withdraw these profits, he needs to achieve 100×0.1=10 Trader Points. Meaning after reaching 10 FX Lots of
trades, the bonus and the profits can be released to client’s bank account, if requested.
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Signature: __________________

Date __ /__ /__

